Summer Work-Study Scheme for Students

The University has established CU RElief Fund (CURE Fund) to provide assistance and support to CUHK members who are adversely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. The Summer Work-Study Scheme for Students supported by the CURE Fund will be launched to help undergraduate students with financial need through providing opportunities for paid campus work.

Eligibility

Applicants must be current CUHK registered full-time undergraduate students who have a demonstrable need for financial assistance due to the adverse effect of COVID-19. Exchange-in students, associate students, students on suspension of study for reasons other than exchange-out and postgraduate students taking leave of absence are not eligible.

Application Procedures

1. Students who are interested in the Scheme must submit an online application form via https://cloud.itsc.cuhk.edu.hk/webform/view.php?id=9620503 starting from 15 May 2020. Applicants are required to upload supporting documents that prove any financial difficulty (for example, reduction of family income, unemployment, etc.) caused by COVID-19. In the event that no proof can be provided, a self-declaration statement elaborating the financial hardship arisen from COVID-19 is required.

2. Applicants will be informed of the results via CUHK @link email by Office of Admissions and Financial Aid (OAFA) within 5 to 7 working days after the deadline.

3. Deadline for accepting applications: 22 May 2020

Important Notes

1. Employment is within the period from June to August 2020.

2. The hourly remuneration is fixed at HK$55.

3. Successful applicants will be contacted by the relevant office directly on the work arrangement. They can only work for one office under this Scheme.

Enquiries

For enquiries, please contact OAFA at sfas@cuhk.edu.hk.
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